Adaptation for students with disability

Useful information for students

Service for students with disability

www.studentidisabili.unibo.it

Contacts:
Sara Beltrammi
Chiara Cirimbelli
Valentina Di Trapani
Elisa Ferrini
Paola Guidet
Marta Nicotra
Chiara Palazzi
Luigi Palmirott
Luisa Plachesi
Camilla Vaccari

Mail for students of Bologna Campus:
disabili@unibo.it

Mail for students enrolled in others Campus:
ssdd.campusromagna@unibo.it

Mail to require digital text:
abis.testidigitali@unibo.it

TO ASK FOR ADAPTATIONS:
You need to send the Service for students with disability the required documentation and have a preliminary assessment interview.

After that you can:
- Write the teacher an e-mail and c.c. us or schedule a meeting during his/her office hours.
- Ask for our mediation in order to explain your need to the teachers.

CALL US FOR A PRELIMINARY INTERVIEW!
051 2095941-42

• Disability certification by the law 104/92
• Civil impairment certification
• Any kind of medical certification able to prove an existing pathology, impairment, which can cause temporary or permanent difficulties that can affect the ability to study.
• Certification of education special needs or difficulties (BES)

DOCUMENTS NECESSARY TO THE SERVICE

Disability certification by the law 104/92
Civil impairment certification
Any kind of medical certification able to prove an existing pathology, impairment, which can cause temporary or permanent difficulties that can affect the ability to study.
Certification of education special needs or difficulties (BES)
For your exam you can ask

- extra time (the amount of extra time is defined due to the certification provided): it can be either 50% for disability certification by the law L.104\1992 and civil impairment certification, or 30% for all other certifications;
- digital exam or magnified paper exam;
- readers and/or scribes (the service is provided by peer mentors);
- PC with voice synthesis programmes, screen readers, or screen magnifiers;
- Italian Sign language interpreter;
- to schedule your oral exam as the first one or the last one of the day, or solo venue exams;
- to split the exam in different parts;
- to change an oral exam into a written one (or the opposite).

To attend classes you can ask:

- to record by your own the lectures;
- the assistance of an Italian Sign language interpreter or remote stenotype subtitle service;
- accessible halls (anthropometric table, reserved seats);
- mobility accompaniments provided by foot and help for your mobility.

NOTA BENE:
Every student has to ask adaptations by using the correct procedures and timing.

Personalized interventions
Disabled students require, more than others, the definition of solutions related to their needs that might be different, given different circumstances, even for the same kind of disability. For this reason it is possible to define personalized additional adaptation not included in the list above, due to the specific features of each Degree programmes and the needs of each student.

Adaptations for exam have to be defined along with the professor, and have to be asked in advance. No exam programme reductions are allowed: the student has to reach the same learning outcomes expected for the rest of the class, the only difference is that this target is proved by a different checking mode, more accessible for him/her.

You can also ask:

the service for Students with disability:
- help to have digital books or accessible digital learning materials, if you need it;
- peer mentor.

the Professors:
- slide or other learning material either on paper or digital;
- mock exams; samples examinations; past exam questions and sample answers;
- a meeting to review the exam and discuss mistakes.

For your exam you can ask:

the service for Students with disability:
- help to have digital books or accessible digital learning materials, if you need it;
- peer mentor.

the Professors:
- slide or other learning material either on paper or digital;
- mock exams; samples examinations; past exam questions and sample answers;
- a meeting to review the exam and discuss mistakes.